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Home Learning

Homework: Due in Thursday.
Spelling-.
prejudice privilege
profession programme
pronunciation queue
recognise recommend
relevant restaurant WritingWrite a short recount about
either:
a) The disco
b) Science week
c) World book day
Remember- quality not
quantity! Focus on your
sentence structure and
cohesion.
Times tables: Mixed (0-12)
Attendance: 96.65%
Let’s keep aiming for 100%
Oaks!

Dear Families,
The Oaks were curious scientists all week as they investigated
changes of state in a variety of ways. They were both amazed and
disgusted by how the milk and cream changed states through
movement or mixing with other ingredients and made some great
observations. Creating new inventions to support the future of
mankind made the Oaks think why Science is important and the
jobs scientists encounter. They also really enjoyed you coming in
to share their work!
In Maths, the Oaks have worked very hard to understand and use
fractions: they have been dividing numbers to make fractions,
simplifying and comparing fractions. They are using a range of
methods to show their understanding and choosing which one
suits them best. Some of the Oaks are even working them out in
their heads!
Lots of disco fun was had this week so a big thank you to the
PTFA who work so hard to plan such a fantastic event. I know the
teachers enjoyed it and all of the children had a wonderful evening
too!
World book day was full of fun and exciting characters and there
was lots of discussions about favourite books and authors. We
spoke lots about our book ‘Letters to the Lighthouse’ at the
moment and made some predictions about what will happen next.
Thank you for a wonderful week Oaks and have a fabulous
weekend!
Miss Houcke

Worker of the Week
Worker of the week this week is awarded to Emilia for fantastic
effort with her fractions and being a delightful member of the Oaks.

Presentation Award
Presentation award this week is for Emily for being conscientious of
her handwriting, practising carefully every day and applying this to
her work.

